ECC Workshop 2010

Date
Tuesday 2 to Wednesday 3 November

Venue
Panorama Resort, Feusisberg, Switzerland

Program

Day 1 - Tuesday, November 2nd

10:15 Welcome, Donald Kossmann, ETH
10:30 Benchmarking the Cloud, Simon Loesing, ETH
11:00 E-Cast: Elastic Cast, Philipp Unterbrunner, ETH
11:30 Privacy in the Cloud, Tahmineh Sanamrad, ETH
12:00 LUNCH
13:30 In-Memory Computing and the (Re-) Unification of OLTP and OLAP, Stefan Sigg, SAP
14:15 Shared Scans in Column Stores, Tudor Salomie, ETH
14:45 Time Travel in Column Stores, Martin Kaufmann, ETH
15:15 COFFEE BREAK
15:45 What is new in Barrellfish Pond?, Mothy Roscoe, ETH
16:15 Complex Event Detection at Wire Speed with FPGAs, Louis Woods, Jens Teubner, ETH
17:00 Posters & Demos
19:30 DINNER

Day 2 - Wednesday, November 3rd

8:30 Amadeus Logging Service, Thomas Parè, Amadeus
9:15 Xadoop - Web Approach to Enterprise Data Analytics, Maxim Grinev, ETH

9:45 Data Warehousing and Business Analytics for real People, Lukas Blunschi, ETH

10:15 COFFEE BREAK

10:45 Crescando on Strings, Philipp Unterbrunner, ETH

11:15 Crescando Joins, Georgios Giannikis, ETH

11:45 Stream / Relation Joins, Roozbeh Derakhshan, ETH

12:15 LUNCH

13:30 Asynchr. vs. Synchr., Lucia Ambrosova, CS

14:00 Stream Transactions, Irina Botan, ETH

14:30 Distributed Transaction in NewDB, Stefan Hildenbrand, ETH

15:30 Wrap-Up

16:00 END

Workshop Material

- PROGRAM PDF
- Slides and other Workshop-related details can be found here (please use user name and password provided in the notification mail of October 22nd)

Contact

- Information and Registration: Simonetta Zysset, ETH